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Introduction

One of the largest UK universities
with over 31,000 undergraduate and
postgraduate students, across
campuses in Cambridge, Chelmsford,
Harlow and Peterborough.

#SwitchOnthepossibilities

We have shared a working relationship with University of Surrey since 2016, which
began with a series of refurbishment projects on campus.
These projects included the design, supply, installation and managed services for highly
complex AV systems throughout the buildings, which posed several technological and
building space challenges.
The successful delivery on these projects paved the way for future engagements and a
strong working relationship with the university and AV consultants, CBI plc. Since our
first engagement we have continued to work on projects across campus.

Engineering for Health Building (EFH), is a new development at the Guildford campus, dedicated
to teaching Biology, Biomedical and Electronic engineering. The building was established to
accommodate an increase in demand for course offerings in these areas respectively, whilst taking
advantage of recent funding opportunities. The Brief required us to think about systems to:



Encourage students to collaborate and learn through interactions with each other.
While maintaining the University’s standardised UI, the new systems will be designed to
mask the complexity of the AV infrastructure from the users i.e. end-users should be able
to use the systems without necessitating prior training.

SPACES DELIVERED





200-person laboratory with supporting facilities (Prep areas, wash up areas, storage, etc.).
The 1st floor consists of a Foyer area with a flexible teaching area in the centre of the
room, encircled by 8 person pods for groupwork.
Small exhibition / information area off the foyer.
The 2nd floor is arranged into three main areas consisting of a single large computer lab
(with a flexible section where seating can be re-arranged), an electronics lab and a Human
movement lab.

Snelling Business Systems have also delivered a series of refurbishment projects,
including:
2016 - Lewis Carroll Building Refurbishment
2016 - Access Grid Refurbishment
2016 - Lecture Theatre Block Refurbishment
2016 - Veterinary School Upgrade
2017 - Surrey Business School Building Refurbishment
2017 - Executive Dining Suite Refurbishment
2018 - Library Collaboration Project
2019 - 30 Priestly Road Building Refurbishment
2020 - Duke of Kent Building

Upgraded teaching spaces at the Rik Medlik Building provide facilities for the Surrey Business School
and School of Hospitality and Tourism Management.

THE BRIEF

The client identified three overarching aims for the AV refresh project
1. Simple and quick: a system inherently designed for ease of use by academics.
2. Built for Flexibility to meet the needs of classroom lectures, private-hire for events, and a fully
functioning cinema theatre. The system must switch between modes within seconds with
minimum user intervention.
3. Lecture capture and richer classroom interactions for students, outside of textbooks.
4. Ease of Use: technology should remain transparent allowing for staff to concentrate on
teaching.
5. Fibre +CAT6A + AVOIP infrastructure to support up to 4K resolution signals throughout all
spaces.
6. Simplification of M&E – fire alarm, lighting and blind controls to sit on AVoIP control network.

THE SPACES
1. One Multi-modal Harvard-style Lecture Theatre with three flexible-format 4K projection systems.
2. 10x standardised classrooms with projection system or High definition LFDs, and mixture of totem and
desk installs.

LECTURE THEATRE

Three projection screens allow for different sources to be displayed on each screen. The system was integrated
and programmed for flexibility - alter the image ratio and format of all projected images to meet the needs of
three varied user applications:
1) Presentation Mode
2) Cinema Mode
3) Events Mode
Connectivity has also been integrated for the events team to better integrate their 3rd party equipment with
the AV system. The user can present from a purpose-built height adjustable, DDA compliant teaching desk.

PRESENTATION MODE

Preset 1

EVENTS MODE

Preset 2

CINEMA MODE

Preset 3

Programmed for Simplicity
“I have 10 minutes between lectures and it takes me five minutes to set up. It's extremely
simple”.
“The Crestron system helps with the learning experience because I can walk into a lecture
theatre and be confident that it will work”.
Alfred Thumser, Senior Lecturer

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY: https://www.snellingbiz.com/case-study/surrey-business-school/

ABOUT US

In plain speak, we are an international supplier of integrated audio-visual systems, environments,
and communications technology. We design, integrate, install and maintain robust AV systems
and environments.
But 'how' we do it isn’t quite so plain.
Our roots go back to 1954 when Roy Snelling started his business selling and servicing Television and
Radio sets in the early days of commercial broadcasts.
As more and more Television and Radio sets found a place in living rooms, Roy witnessed a major
transformation – an entirely new medium for people to interact, engage and consume information.
The same purpose for which we continue to design and build Audio Visual systems and
environments.
We have come a long way.
“Snellings” quickly grew into a household name with Roy’s steadfast commitment to an unmatched
retail experience – ‘customer first’ – from the moment they walk in the door to a lifelong
relationship.
As we grew and evolved, we nurtured this belief in our internal culture – “customer first”, as well as
our design/engineering philosophy – “Audio Visual Excellence. Operational Simplicity”.
Spot an opportunity. Respond to Change.
Technology will evolve. New platforms will emerge, and your needs will transform. Our culture allows
us the flexibility to adapt and respond – to keep pace with transformation and change in our
industry; to ensure our advice always keeps you ahead of the curve, and your competition.
We deliver all aspects of audio visual integration from design to the supply, installation and on-going
maintenance - all backed by a service ethic, which continues to carry the Snelling signature of quality.
Based in London and Norwich, we have maintained our portfolio of major clients and diverse projects
across corporate, higher education, public sector, defence and aerospace, retail, medical and
healthcare, leisure and hospitality, museums and attractions, and niche specifications.
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